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• 
Pearl S. Buek. Jの'1:-The folk tales of any people are inter-
esting because they reveal a sort of folk mind in which every one 
shares whether he acknowledges it or not. Here are coIleeled the 
chief of ]apan's folk tales， pleasantly translated， and now of especial 
significance because they reveal the ways of thinking， ina simple 
fashion， ofa people whom manyare findingit di伍cultto understand. 
THE ASIA， New York. 
The Tioaes. Literary Suppleoaent. London: -They 
teIl of brave deeds and tragic events in the Iives of Dai Nippon's 
most famous warriors and worthies through the ages.. . As a 
whole， the book ful五lsits author's purpose by presenting in se-
quence some of the salient features of the nation's history. 
'li"6e .dfJ.sldnu.ton Guordian， New Zealand: -Omori 
Harris has prodllced a fascinating story of the Japanese nation， 
limned with Jight tOllches and in prismatic colours. The stories 
are so well written that they read like a novel， with not a duIl sen-
tence from cover to cover.“]apanese Tales" wiJl appeal to chil-
dren who delight infancy trees and stories of adventure as much as 
they will interest adults who desire to enlarge their knowledge of 
the people of the Oriental Empire . 
• 
The Tioaes. Liierary Supplem(' nt. London : -The 
authors'五回tpurpose， incompiling thi.s critical study of ]apanese 
education， isto dispel the erroneous idea that ]apan before the Re-
storation of 1868 was a barbarous country and to prove， on the con-
trary， howfertilewasthe intelleRual grollnd whichenabled the nation 
to assimilate so much of the science and culture of the 羽rest，“while 
al the time short-circuiting the '¥九rest's centuries of progress. n
Their work， compil6d with the assistance of the Department of Ed-
ucation， contains a good deal of historical background， together 
with a detailed survey of administrative machinery and organization， 
past and present; it contains also some trenchant criticism. 
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Cherry Blossom Time in Washington 
By ELEANOR ROOSEVELT 
The cherry trees are in blossom! 
That annual harbinger of spring in 
Washington sends thousands of visi-
tors thronging the drive along the 
Potomac and the Basin south of the 
White House to see these symbols 
of Oriental loveliness in full bloom. 
I think perhaps they are most beauti-
ful by moonlight. I still catch my 
breath when "I see them. 
And I always recall that we are 
indebted for this magnificent spec-
tacle to the energy and vision of 
one American woman, Miss Eliza 
Scidrnore. Her brother had been our 
consul at Yokohama, where she had 
seen the famous cherry orchard of 
the Emperor of Japan. When in 
1900 it was proposed that the re-
cently reclaimed flat land along the 
Potomac be improved by decorative 
planting, it was Miss Scidmore who 
suggested that Japanese cherry trees 
be set out around the Basin. 
saying: "The destruction of cherry 
trees is an old American custom. It 
goes back to George Washington." 
Mr. Ozaki then set aside a plot of 
land in Tokyo. In soil chemically 
prepared, selected slips from the 
Mikado's garden were set out. When 
the trees were large enough for ship-
ment, the original donors brought 
3000 of them to America. 
These trees were found to be per-
fectly healthy, and Mrs. Taft plant-
.ed the first one. Those set out under 
her direction bear a bronze tablet : 
" A gift from the city of Tokyo." 
Every spring s ince then representa-
t ives of the Japanese government 
have attended the Washington cher-
ry blossom festival, strolling in na-
tive costume under the trees, now 
numbering approximately 7000. 
The 12 varieties in the original 
shipment were intended to insure a 
succession of blossoms from early 
April until the middle of May. 
Around the Basin the paler, sirigle 
flower variety, called "Yoshino," 
blossoms early, and rarely lasts 
more than two weeks. But the dou-
ble blossoms, called by such delight-
ful names as "hundred petal " or 
"thousand fold," fill the Hains Point 
drive with a deeper pink long after 
the Yoshino blossoms have passed. 
Why don't we plant more of these 
cherry trees in other tempera te parts 
of our country? They do not re-
quire much care, and they live long. 
The Yoshino variety usually blooms 
for a hundred springs. 
A year ago there was a rumor that 
the floods had brought too much 
water to the roots of the cherry 
trees and that we might lose them. 
Then last autumn they were threat-
ened again by someone who wished 
to cut them down! 
I hope that neither ax nor water 
will ever harm them, and that when 
in time they cease to blossom, we 
shall replace them with young trees. 
We cannot afford to lose the beauty 
of even one floating cherry blossom 
petal dancing in the little waves 
around the edge of the Basin. 
-Reader's Digest. The Park authorities, impressed 
with Miss Scidmore's suggestion, 
approved the plan. But where was 
the money to come from? Miss 
Scidmore decided to approach other 
Americans who had enjoyed the 
cherry blossom festivals of Japan, 
and ask them to provide 100 trees a 
yea,r. 
CENTRAL EUROPE'S VICISSITUDES 
One of the first to respond was 
Mrs. William Howard Taft, whose 
home while in Japan had overlooked 
Yokohama's cherry orchard. She 
caught Miss Scidmore's enthusiasm, 
and together that first year they 
bought and planted 80 Japanese 
cherry trees, a ll that were available 
in America. They have blossomed 
every spring since then. 
This first step toward the realiza-
tion of Miss Scidmore's dream pleas-
ed and flattered the Japanese people. 
A prominent Japanese chemist offer-
ed 2000 trees, to be g iven in the 
name of the city of Tokyo, The 
offer was enthusiastically accepted. 
The trees came in through Seattle 
and were rushed to Washing ton in 
refrigerator cars. But, alas, they 
were never set out, for the Depart-
ment of Agriculture found them in· 
fected with a dangerous scale arrd 
ordered them burned~ 
Mayor Yukio Ozaki passed over 
the disappointment gracefully by 
Germany and Austria-1914; 1919; 1938 
The earlier part of the nineteenth century 
saw continuous changes in the boundaries 
and status of the German States and Austria· 
Hungary ; but after 1870 the fro~ tiers of 
Germany remained r igid for nearly fifty 
years, while those of Austria alter.ed very 
little. The Great War threw the whole of 
Central Europe back into the meltingpot. On 
the one hand, pan-Germans fel t encouraged 
to plan an array of T eutonic dependencies 
along the Baltic littoral, the General Staff 
demanded a linking of B elgium with the 
Reich, and Austrian statesmen worked for 
a Polish State under Austrian auspices. On 
the other hand, the various races in the 
Habsburg Empire, encouraged by Allied 
propaganda, were becoming more and more 
insistent on independence. In the end the 
Allies', and not the Central Powers', plans 
triumphed. The Peace Treaties brought 
about the biggest revision of European 
boundaries for a hundred years. Austr ia· 
Hungary vanished, giving place to the j ig· 
saw puzzle of succession States. Poland 
came back into the European scheme of 
things. after a hundred years' extinction, 
and was increased t ill her ar ea was nearly 
as grea t as that of Germany ; being provided, 
in addition, with the famous corridor which 
split East Prussia from the body of the Reich. 
Austria was r educed to the purely Teutonic 
parts of the old Habsburg Empire, and even 
further reduced by the handing over of the 
Trentino to Italy. Hungary lost all the 
provinces in which she had mled subject 
races, and some Magyar districts as well ; 
the Burgenland, the Austro·Hungarian fron· 
tier province (shown in sol id black in this 
map), proved a fmi t ful source of dispute. 
In the W est the Reich handed back Alsace-
Lorraine to France. The Saar industrial 
a rea was to be put under the control of the 
League of Nations for fifteen years, to be 
followed by a plebiscite. The Rhineland 
was declared a demilitarised zone. Ger-
many's a rea shrank from 208,000 to 18 1 ,000 
square miles. But Pan·Germanism was far 
from dead. As the Nazi party gathered 
strength, · it b ecame a prominent part 
of the latter's programme. Nazi prop· 
agandist maps emphasised the bodies of 
Germans outside the Reich iri Lithuania, 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, and, above all, 
Austria . (The wilder theorists even claim 
tha t parts of Switzerland and the Low 
Countries are "racially" German!) Step 
by step H err Hitler's Government has been 
expanding the R eich's borders and au thority. 
First came the Saar plebiscite in March 
1935, which brought that area back to Ger-
many; then the reoccupation of the demili· 
tarised zone, in March 1936, restoring full 
sovere ignty to Germany in the Hhineland ; 
finally, on M arch 12, 1938, the invasion of 
Austria, bringing about the Union of that 
country with the Reich-a Union forbidden 
by the Peace Treaties. The area of Ger· 
many is now, again, over 200,000 square 
miles. 
Czechoslovakia's "We will Defend" 
The Nazi move towards dominating Au-
stria has set everyone asking, " What is the 
0 
pos ition of Czechoslovakia in the alter ed 
c ircumstances'?" On March 4, the Czecho· 
slovak !'rime Minister, Or. Hodza, vigorous-
ly expressed hi s country's d eterm ina tion to 
maintain her independence. His words 
were: "I emphasise in full consciousness 
of the consequences of this declara tion that 
our fronti e rs are absolutely inviolate ... . 
vVe wou1d be doi ng a poor service to Central 
Europe and to our own r elations with Ger-
many if we did not make it perfectly clear 
tha t Czechoslovakia will never ... tolera te 
interfer ence with its domestic affa irs. 
Czechoslovakia wishes to leave no room for 
doubt as to its fi rm de term ina tion to d e fend 
with all its powe r the attributes of its S tate-
hood. . . . Jf we arc faced with the neces-
s ity of ddendin !-( omselves, we will defend, 
defend, d c·[end ." Opportunity of emphas· 
is ing thi s detennination was take n by Pre-
s iden t Benesh in a special intervie w printed 
in the "Sunday Times " on March 6. H e 
there made the followin g points: Czecho· 
slovakia can n ever di scuss the minority 
probl em wi th Germany officially; she r e· 
cogniscs, nevertheless, the moral right of 
Europe to take an interest in a question so 
important for peace; r egards good r ela tions 
with German y as a vital interest; is pre par· 
cd, therefore, to make her contribution in 
any general European settle ment; but ex-
cludes as impossible federal autonomy for 
the 3,000,000 Germans within her border s. 
T hese s tate ments had been preceded by a 
significant p ronouncement by General 
Ludwig Krejci, chief of the Czech General 
Staff. H e said: " 'vVe are aware of the 
possibility of a war against the Hepublic 
without form al declaration of war. The 
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Army is well prepared a nd wi ll not he 
taken by surpri se by such a wa r·, which ma y 
take the form of a sudden and bru ta l on-
slaught o f n1otorised and 1nechanised un its 
against th<~ most vulne rable r eg ions o f the 
country. The standards of the Army, of 
the couiltr·y's d efence works, and of its 
WARSAW 
0 
AND 
, . ...:.. 
GER.r."\KANY TO-DAY 
lncludrn~ the Rhinel.and, 
tile Soar & AustJ>ra. 
Scale of' Miles 
roo zoo 
armaments indLbtry are so highly perfected 
that any enemy would · do well to think 
twice whethe r a surprise attack will have 
any prospects of qu ick success. In view of 
he r g reat geogr·aphical distance from he r 
alli es, Czechoslovakia cannot count on the ir 
a ss istance during the first phase of such a 
VoL. XlV, No. 4 
war, and will, at leas t during the fir st da ys 
have to make her stand a lone. The Gene ral 
Staff has, therefm•e, e rected a huge barrier 
of permanent fortification s and defence 
works a long the whole frontier, whereby 
time will be secured for a gene ral mobili sa-
tion and to move troops into position. A 
de tail ed scheme for the mobilisation of a]] 
the country's war industries for war pur· 
poses is r eady. The famous Czech Skoda 
arma ment works are already be ing moved 
from danger zones into dis tri cts whi ch afford 
greater military advantages. Eig ht aircraft 
factories have been constru cted and are 
working at full speed. A de tailed scheme 
for the food-supply of the entire population 
in the event of war has been worked out 
and can be operated whene ver necessary." 
Looking at the map of Czechoslovakia it 
will be seen that its weakes t feature, stra-
teg ically speaking, is its narrow "waist"-
scarcely 100 miles across from Southern 
Silesia, in the north, to Austria in the south. 
Should an enemy succeed in getting posses-
sion of thi s "wa ist, " the country could be cut 
in two and the halves, B ohemia and Slovakia, 
dealt with separately. It happens, too, that 
this "waist" coincides both on the north and 
the south with gaps in the mountain barriers 
on the frontier, the "Oder gap" in the north 
and the "Moravian gateway" in the south. 
But the Ode r gap is half in Polish territory, 
and all that is left is a narrow bottle-neck 
t wenty-five miles wide. This the Czechs 
have transformed into one of the strongest 
fortified areas in Europe, so that it cannot 
easily be rushed. The Czechoslovak frontie r 
with Austria, on the other hand, has, up till 
now, been only li ghtly fortified, Austria 
having been hitherto r egarded as a friend 
and possible a lly. Special measures are 
now be ing taken to ensure the protection of 
the Moravian gateway. In the above map, 
it should be pointed out, most names are 
given in their Ge rman form, as b eing more 
familiar to Eng lish readers. 
-The Illustrated London News. 
Hector Bywater, Naval Expert, 
Tells Powers' Building Plans (III) 
Data on Japan 
In view of the strict secrecy which 
Japan now observes with regard to 
her naval construction, there is an 
almost complete lack of new data 
on the subject. If, as is believed, 
new battleships and cruisers were 
begun during the year, nothing 
whatever is known about thein out-
side Japan, with the possible excep-
tion of foreign intelligence bureau. 
Visitors to the Coronation Naval 
Review at Spitheacl in May had an 
opportunity of viewing the "Dunker-
que," the world's mos t modern capi-
tal ship and the first French vessel 
of this type to be completed for 
twenty-two years. This 26,500-ton 
ship, which was described in the 
previous review, attained on her 
trials last spring a sped of 31.5 knots. 
thus exceeding the contract speed 
by 2 knots. Her sister ship, "Stras-
bourg," launched December 12th, 
1936, is approaching the trial stage. 
Two larger battleships. "Richelieu" 
and "Jean Bart," are constructing. 
The first was laid down at Brest in 
October, 1935, the second at St. 
Nazaire on January 1st, 1937. Par-
ticulars :- Length, 794ft.; breadth, 
108ft. 3in.; draught, 26ft. 6in.; dis-
placement, 35,000 tons ; machinery, 
160,000 S.H.P., 30 knots. The main 
armament comprises eight 15in. 
g uns in two quadruple turrets situat-
ed in the forepart of the ship, as in 
the "Dunkerque "; fifteen 6in. guns 
in triple turrets; and twelve 3.9in. 
A.A. guns. It is reported that the 
pro tective armour alone will ac-
count for 15,000 tons of the displace-
MAY 
ment. 
In the French Navy Estimates for 
.1938 provision is made for two air-
craft carriers, the first ships of this 
type to be specially designed in 
France. Their displacement is given 
as about 21,000 tons. During the year 
the cruisers "Gloire," "Marseil-
laise." "Montcalm," and "Georges 
Leygues," were placed in commis-
sion, thus completing the group of 
six, of which "La Galissonniere" 
and the "Jean de Vienne" were the 
forerunners. They are vessels of 
7,600 tons and 3g to 32~ knots, 
mounting nine 6in. guns in three 
turrets, and constitute a most work-
manlike and successful design. An 
improved type of cruiser, "De 
Grasse," was begun at Brest during 
the year, and a second ship is pro-
jected. The "Mogador" and "Vol-
ta," the thirty-first a nd thirty-second 
units of the heavy flotilla leader 
class in which the French Navy 
specialises are undergoing trials. 
Displacing 2,884 tons, they are the 
largest representatives of their class. 
The contract speed is 38 knots., and 
they mount the imposing armament 
of eight 5.5in. guns, many smaller 
pieces, and ten torpedo tubes. Of 
the preceding group " Le Terrible" 
has a ttained the record speed of 
45.25 knots. In the eleven destroy-
ers now building and projected, 
there is a return to more moderate 
dimensions, 1,772 tons. The twelve 
torpilleurs legers of the " Pomone " 
class are all now in service. Dis-
placing 608 tons, with a speed of 
345 knots, and an armament of 
two 3.9in. guns and two torpedo 
tubes, they should be useful in per-
forming many services in which it 
would be uneconomical to employ 
large destroyers. Six further vessels 
of this type, but some 400 tons 
larger, are building or projected. 
Eight submarines of 803 tons and 
four of 1605 tons will be under con:-
struction in 1938. Other work in 
hand includes twelve mine-sweepers 
of 630 tons and 20 knots, mounting 
two 3.9in. A.A. guns. 
Italy's Naval Year 
The most important events of the 
Italian naval year were the launch-
ing of the bat tleships "Vittorio 
Veneto" and "Littorio," the first at 
Trieste on J uly 25th, the second at 
Genoa on August 22nd. They had 
been had nearly three years on the 
stocks, work on them having been 
slowed down during the period of 
the Abyssinian War. Official details 
are :-Length overall, 774ft.; breadth, 
103ft; draught, 28ft. ; displacement, 
35,000 tons; machinery of 150,000 
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S.H.P. (probable speed 32 knots). 
Armament:-Nine 15in. guns in 
three turrets, t wo placed forward ; 
twelve 6in. guns; and twelve 3.5in. 
A.A. The heavy armament and large 
propelling plant suggest that the 
protection may fall short of the 
standard prevailing elsewhere. An 
instance of drastic and apparently 
successful reconstruction is provid-
ed by the battleships "Cavour" and 
" Cesare," which re·entered service 
in 1937 after a long sojourn in dock-
yard. Originally completed in 1914 
-15, the subjoined table gives their 
main characteristics before and after 
reconstruction :-
Before. 
Length . . . . . . . . . 575ft. 6in. 
Breadth. .. .. ... . 92ft. 
Draught......... 28ft. 6in. 
Displacement... 22,725 tons 
S.H.P . ............ 24,000 
Speed ......... ... 21.5 knots 
Armament 
After. 
611ft. 6in. 
92ft. 
30ft. 
23,622 tons 
75,000 
27 knots 
Before. After. 
Thirteen 12in. Ten 12.6in. 
Eighteen 4.7in. Twelve 4.7in. 
Thirteen 3in. Eight 3.9in. A.A. 
Two torpedo tubes No torpedo tubes 
Details of the alterations in pro-
tection are not available, but it is to 
be assumed that this feature has 
been much improved. This is the 
boldest experiment in naval recon-
struction which has yet been under-
taken in any country, and the sub-
sequent career of these vessels will 
be watched with interest. Two con-
temporary battleships, "Duilio" and 
"Dorea," are now undergoing the 
same process of rejuvenation. The 
year also witnessed the completion 
of the eleventh and twelfth cruisers 
of the "Condottieri" class, "Gari-
b aldi" and "Duca degli Abruzzi." 
Whereas the type ship · displaced 
5,069 tons, was enginecl for 37 knots, 
and mounted eight 6in. guns the 
last two ships are of 7,874 tons, with 
a speed of 35 knots, and carry ten 
6in. guns of a new high-velocity 
mark. The increase in armament 
has been obtained by mounting three 
guns in A and Y turrets. From the 
technical point of view, this group 
of light cruising ships is unsurpassed 
as regards design and engineering 
efficiency. The scantlings are per-
haps lighter than would be accep-
table to British Admira lty practice, 
but the earlier vessels have demon-
strated their strength and seaworthi-
ness for several years. 
Twelve des troyers of the "Aviere" 
class were begun during the year, 
and several have been launched. 
They displace 1,620 tons and have 
FIGHTING-'PLANES OF 
THE POWERS 
In his recent setting forth in the House 
of Commons of the progress of this country's 
air-arm expansion, Lieut.-Col. Muirhead, 
Under·Secretary of State for Air, said that 
the estimated expenditure this year (includ· 
ing £30,000,000 to be defrayed from the 
Defence Loan) amounted to £103,500,000. 
This figure is nearly six times as large as 
in 1934.; twice as large as in 1936-which 
was a full year in the expansion period, and 
represented a 25 per cent. increase on last 
year. He mentioned that the situation was 
being reviewed in the light of recent events, 
and, if it were decided that the programme 
needed accelerating, the extra expenditure 
would be included in supplementary esti-
mates. According to Lieut.-Col. Muirhead, 
Britain's "Metropolitan Air Force" now 
contains 123 squadrons. There are 26. squad· 
rons overseas, and, in addition, the Fleet 
Air Arm represents the equivalent of t wenty 
squadrons. This country possesses, there-
fore, the equivalent of 169 squadrons. As 
regards numbers, fifteen hundred first-line 
aircraft in the Metropolitan Force was the 
figure aimed at for March 1937, and r each-
ed shortly afterwards, and approximately 
1750 by March 1939. The Air Force now 
stood between those t wo figures. The type 
of R.A.F. machine most in the public eye at 
the moment is the H awker "Hurricane" 
fighter. One of these machines recently 
flew from Edinburgh to Northolt at an 
average speed of 408 m.p.h.-an unofficial 
land 'plane speed record. Yet the Super· 
marine "Spitfire" fighter is stated to be 
Parsons or Belluzzo turbines of 48,-
000 S.H.P. for a speed of 39 knots. 
The armament is comparatively 
light :- Four 4.7in. guns and s ix 
torpedo tubes. In the past few years 
no less than thirty-two torpedo boats 
have been laid down, sixteen of 
which will be completed in the pre-
sent year. They vary from 638 to 
679 tons, the speed is 34 knots, and 
the armament comprises three 3.9in. 
guns and four 18in. torpedo tubes. 
Motor torpedo boats have long been 
popular in the Italian Navy, arid a 
very large program of these craft is 
now in hand. Approximately s ixty-
five were begun in 1936-37. They 
average 30 tons and are credited 
with speeds up to 45 knots. Two 
torpedoes and several machit1e guns 
are carried. With the possible ex-
ception of Russia, Italy is now the 
world's leading submarine power. 
The latest returns g ive her eighty-
six boats built and twenty building. 
Fourteen of the latter are vessels of 
860 to 940 tons, with a surface speed 
of 17 knots. There are also three 
large mine-laying submarines com-
pleting afloat, and several coastal 
boats oi> the 620-ton "Perla" class. 
( To be continued) 
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WHAT THEN IS WALL STREET? 
* AND WHY IS IT? * 
By ELLIOTT V. BELL 
To millions of citizens Wall Street 
is remote, mysterious and foreign-
something hostile to the world of 
Main Street, peopled by powerful 
men of wealth who, in its narrow 
canyons and tall buildings, pursue 
the slightly sinister business of high 
finance. To many it is ·no better 
than a gambling casino in which the 
players stake not only their personal 
fortunes but, by reason of the char-
acter and magnitude of the play, the 
fortunes of farmers, workers and 
business men who have no part in 
or knowledge of the game. · 
Now as the nation turns · to the 
problem of counteracting a business 
recession, the forcus of a ttention is 
shift ing strongly to Wall Street. 
Government credit expansion has 
been tried to the tune of $20,000,000,-
000. The new emphasis is on a re-
turn to private enterprise a nd credit, 
a re-employment of the dormant 
capita l markets. If this is to be 
achieved Wall Street inevitably must 
play a larger part once more. Under 
even faster. 
With the recent increases in armament, 
Germany has now an air force of great 
strength, and some of the most famous 
machines in the world-foremost among 
which are the Junkers- are of German 
manufacture. Air Force (Lu ftwaffe) train-
ing establishments are dotted over Ger-
many, and very high discipline and efficiency 
prevails in them. The Luftwaffe is the re-
sponsibility of Field-Marshal Goring, who 
is himself responsible t o Herr Hitler. It 
comprises six groups and sixty squadrons, 
each of which numbers about twelve ma-
chines, i.e., some 700 in all; and there are 
a further 500 aircraft in reserve. The total 
s trength is unknown, but can be quite con· 
servatively placed at 2000 aircraft. Ger· 
many is divided into Air Regions, centred 
on Berlin, Munich, Dresden, Kiel, Munster, 
and Konigsber g, in East P russia. When 
the Nazi government began to re-arm in the 
air, established firms-like Dornier, Junkers 
and Heinkel-were, of course, given much 
of the work ; but one or two entirely new 
firms were brought into being with Govern-
ment help. For instance, Herr Messersch-
mitt, previously known as a builder of glid-
ers, combined his talents with t he industrial 
capacity of the Bayerische Flugzeugwerke, 
and this firm is now producing some of the 
fastest machines in the world. The best 
known of these is the "ME 109," which 
holds the official speed r ecord for a land 
plane- 379·17 m.p.h. A very notable feature 
of Germany's development is the successful 
use of Diesel type ("heavy oil") aero· 
motors, in which Germany unquestionably 
leads the world. 
the circumstances it is appropriate 
to re-examine t he character and 
structure of the financial center; to 
inquire what it is and what it does. 
From Broadway, where the black-
ened spire of Trinity Church guards 
its dead beneath their crumbling 
slabs, to the sunlit docks of the East 
River, only a scant half-dozen blocks 
away, the Wall Street scene is one 
of contrasts. Its narrow pavements, 
deeply shaded by the towering build-
ings, save for a few hours at midday, 
are crowded. Among the passers-
by are men of all conditions and all 
ages. Here will be seen, occasional-
ly, the wealthiest and most powerful 
men in the country, hurrying from 
one directors' meeting to another. 
Here also one or two old derelicts 
solemnly patrol between broad sand-
wich boards, proclaiming the loca-
tion of the "nearest " studio making 
passport pictures. 
A pushcart peddler or two is near-
ly always near, vending, according 
to the season, candies, nuts, or iced 
beer a nd soda pop. An apple seller, 
a roasted peanut stand, and news-
paper boys on nearly every corner 
are part of the fixtures, while itine~ 
rant preachers often take their stand 
outside the Bankers Trust at the 
corner of Wall and Nassau Streets, 
exhorting the noon-time crowds of 
clerks a nd office boys to forsake 
Mammon and return to God. 
The runners with their wallets of 
securities pass constantly-some 
old and bent, most of them young 
and prankish boys. Bond salesmen, 
brokers, business men, going back 
and forth among the various finan-
cial houses, stop and greet one an-
other, the freque ncy of their en-
counters emphasizing the fact tha t 
Wall Street, ofter all, is r a ther a 
small community, many of whose 
citizens are well known to one an-
other. · 
The geographical center of the 
district lies at the intersect ion where 
Broad Street ends a nd Nassau Street 
begins. Here on one corner stands 
the Stock Exchange, on another ]. 
P. Morgan's and on a third the out-
moded temple of the old United 
States Subtreasury upon the steps 
of which the statue of George Wash-
ington stands with lifted ha nd to 
m ark the site where the first Presi-
dent on April 30, 1789, took the oath 
of office. 
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It is from this spot that the view 
of Wall Street most admired by 
etchers and photographers is seen 
Directly opposite, symbolizing th~ 
banking business of the Street 
stands the low building of smirched 
white stone which houses the power. 
ful Morgan firm. Its sides still bear 
the pitted scars of the Wall Street 
explosion; its high, broad windows 
are heavily screened and around its 
corner entrance t wo or three private 
detectives constantly patrol. 
Diagonally across the way, front-
ing on Broad Street, rises the classic 
facade of the Stock Exchange, with 
grimy Corinthian columns support-
ing a pediment of statuary a nd fram-
ing the tall windows which light the 
trading floor within. 
These are the externals of the 
Street. Within the walls the con-
trasts are as sharp. Here is the office 
of a great banker. Its carved oak-
paneled walls are lined with books, 
an open fire burns in the hearth. 
Upon the floor is an oriental rug, 
upon the walls oil pain tings hang. 
The great man works at a n antique 
refectory table, littered with books, 
papers, ash trays, knickknacks. He 
sits in an antique chair. The atmos-
phere is that of a small but very 
choice private study. 
Here is another office. Behind 
great cages, scores of shirt-sleeved 
men stand laboring over ledgers. 
The floor is bare, the walls are bare. 
They are some of the thousands of 
ordinary workers who perform the 
enormous routine drudgery of Wall 
Street. 
But none of this tells much of the 
real Wall Street. It all presents an 
image no more complete than one 
which pictures Washington as sim-
ply t he White House and the Capitol. 
Wall Street is the financial capital 
of the country, just as Washington 
is the political capital. The busi· 
ness of the Street concerns, a nd is 
concerned with, the whole country 
in much the way that the business 
of Washing ton has to do with all 
the country. 
Even in a limited sense Wall Street 
embraces far more than the short 
thoroughfare from which it takes 
its name. The financial community 
proper takes in most of lower Man· 
hattan and includes a growing colo· 
ny of uptown offices, brokerage 
houses, banks and corporation of-
fices, which, regardless of location, 
are essentially a part of Wall Street. 
From a functional standpoint the 
geography of the Street is still 
wider. Its frontiers lie across the 
continent, and beyond that, clear 
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around the world. The branch of-
fices of New York Stock Exchange 
firms and security hous-es, scattered 
in hundreds of cities, are, for all 
practical purposes, little bits of Wall 
Street set down in Main Street. The 
branches of the great New York 
banks carry Wall Street to Europe, 
South America and the Far East. 
The business that flows in and out 
of the Street originates throughout 
the world. When brokers on the 
floor of the Exchange effect a trade 
in stocks the seller may be in London 
and the buyer in San Francisco. 
Daily the great money market banks 
establish ctedits to facilitate the flow 
of far-off commerce. 
Their bills finance the shipment of 
shoes from Massachusetts to South 
America, of rugs from Persia to 
New York. A manufacturer from 
Ohio who needs extra capital may 
float his stock in Wall Street, al-
though the investors who put up the 
money will be located anywhere 
from Maine to California. 
Wall Street, in short, is not merely 
a place. It is a complex and far-
reaching system of finance which 
exists as an integral part of the 
national economic system. It is the 
pulsating heart of that system, 
which pumps the vital stream of 
credit through the nation's business. 
Broadly speaking, the function of 
Wall Street is to provide a central 
market for money. Through the 
facilities of the Street the liquid 
capital of the country is made con-
veniently available in one place for 
the use of commerce, industry and 
a·griculture operating in widely scat-
tered places. But as attributes of 
this primary function Wall Street 
has other important characteristics 
which at times seem to overshadow 
and obstruct its main purpose. 
It is the general headquarters of 
the nation's "big business." In it 
are to be found the main offices of 
many great corporations-railroads, 
manufacturers, mines, merchandis-
ing companies, steel makers-whose 
operations lie wholly outside of, and 
often far distant from, the Street 
itself. In Wall Street also is to be 
found a center of speculative activity 
which, viewed in the abstract, ap-
pears to have no legitimate place in 
the useful financial machinery of 
the country but which, in practice, 
is often inextricably involved in the 
broad and essential services of the 
money market. 
The thread · of speculation . is as 
closely woven into the fabric of the 
money market as is the thread of 
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politics in the fabric of government. 
Just as politics sometimes overcomes 
statesmanship in Washington, so, in 
Wall Street, speculation sometimes 
overcomes finance. · 
The functions of this central 
money market are mainly two-to 
provide short-term banking credit 
to facilitate the regular conduct of 
business, and to provide long-term 
capital to finance the establishment 
of new business enterprises and the 
enlargement of older businesses. 
The first of these belongs to the com-
mercial bankers who make loans to 
manufacturers and merchants, dis-
count commercial paper and bills of 
exchange and buy and sell foreign 
money drafts. Without the facility 
of credit which the commercial banks 
supply much domestic business and 
practically all foreign business 
would be impossible. The capital 
market, as dis tinguished from the 
short-term money market, provides 
the machinery whereby the savings 
of the country are made available to 
finance new business enterprise. 
It is at this point that the thread 
of speculation begins to show up 
strongly in the fabric of Wall Street. 
One of the prime factors which make 
it possible for business to raise large 
amounts of capital from the public 
through the sale of. securities is the 
existence of a broad, free market, 
such as is provided by the New York 
Stock Exchange. 
In recent years, paralleling the 
reforms instituted by the New Deal, 
there has developed a wide-spread 
acceptance of the idea that the Stock 
Exchange should be primarily an 
inves tors' market and that specula-
tion should, as far as possible, be 
repressed. Nevertheless, the recent 
reforms have not gone so far as to 
outlaw speculation. On the contrary, 
they have given it at least negative 
sanction by setting up rules and re-
gulations governing speculative ac-
tivities. 
Those hostile critics who see the 
Stock Exchange as little better. than 
a gambling casino have argued that 
the work of speculators is altogether 
destructive. But in opposition to 
them eminent financiers assert that 
speculation is not merely an inevi-
table characteristic of a free market 
but that it performs an important 
economic function in providing the 
market with a liquidity and breadth 
that pure investment dealings would 
not yield. 
It has even been argued that some 
part of the current business reces-
sion can be laid at the door of the 
partial repression of speculation 
which has been accomplished under 
the administration of the Securities 
and Exchange Commission. It is not 
necessary here to discuss the merits 
of this argument. The matter is 
almost hopelessly complicated by 
the difficulties of distinguishing 
sharply between speculation and in-
vestment, for all too frequently the 
distinction depends upon the out-
come of a particular adventure, or 
the intentions of the buyer of securi-
ties. 
Regardless of the merits of the 
dispute, it is a fact that speculation 
plays an important part in the af-
fairs of Wall Street. It is, in fact, a 
normal and necessary condition of 
much of the Street's regular busi-
ness. Dealers in foreign exchange, 
in bonds or commodities, specialists 
on the floor of the Stock Exchange, 
even banks, are occasionally com-
pelled, even against their wishes, to 
take a speculative position as part 
of the proper conduct of their busi-
ness. 
Concerned as it is with that most 
fluid and slippery of commodities-
money, the love of which is said to 
be the root of evil-and tinctured 
with the influences of speculation, 
Wall Street as a community pos-
sesses a changeable and impulsive 
temperament. 
The Street at present is mired in 
deep dejection. It saw and felt the 
impact of the new setback in trade 
before the turning had become ap· 
parent to most sections of the coun-
try-considerably before it was ad-
mitted down in Washington. But 
for the same reasons it is likely to 
perceive the upturn and to start to 
discount it by risirig stock prices 
before it has become apparent else-
where. 
In times like these the question 
always is put forward whether Wall 
Street in its speculative and other 
activities merely reflects or influ-
ences the course of the nation's busi-
ness. It still is being asked whether 
the stock market fell before business 
or business before the market. The 
truth is that the market both reflects 
and affects business. In the main it 
takes its cue from industry and com-
merce, rising when profits rise and 
falling when they fall; but it is also 
true that Wall Street's fluctuations 
have a profound effect upon the 
business world from a sentimental 
and material point of view. 
When, as recently, billions of dol-
lars are lopped off the quoted values 
of people's investments, many are 
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husband. "Length and fullness are 
controlled by law, in order to save 
materials." 
* Synthetic Living in Gern1any * 
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By VERNON McKENZIE 
D-irector of the School of Journalis1n. University of Washington 
In Germany today if a citizen is 
not parsimonious by nature, he is 
forced to be so by law. Nothing is 
wasted. Retailers have been in· 
structed to use as little paper as pos-
sible for wrapping parcels; and no 
string. Toothpaste tubes carry the 
words: "This tube must not be 
thrown away." 'Nomen must do 
without rubber in their garters. Toy 
balloons for the kiddies are banned. 
Government regulations provide 
that every housewife collect no less 
than seven categories of waste ma· 
terial: rags; articles made of cop· 
per, nickel, tin, aluminum, lead, et~·! 
iron and steel scraps; waste paper , 
rabbit skins; bottles ; bones. Spe· 
cially licensed dealers come around 
and collect these. 
It takes a lot of skillful doing for a 
German housewife to provide a_good 
dinner. "This is m y first wh1pped 
cream in three weeks," explained 
my hostess one even ing . "I have 1t 
now only because several days ago 
I explained at my shop that I ex· 
pected a foreig n g ues t,_and asked as 
a special favor that a b1t of cream be 
saved for me." 
"You have cards for dairy and 
meat products?" I asked. 
My hostess answered: "No. But 
each shopkeeper has a 'customer's 
card' and a record of your last 
year's purchases. Then l!e all~ws 
you 80 percen t of 'normal require· 
hurt by actual losses and many more 
are made to feel poorer. From the 
declining market there r adiates a 
wave of fear and uncerta inty which 
paralyzes business enterpr ise and 
spreads a widening wave of defla-
tionary influences. 
That this is so is merely one more 
proof that Wall Street cannot be 
separated from the re~t of the coun-
try. In a broad sense 1ts boundane_s 
are t6e frontiers of American busi-
ness enterprise and its activiti~s, 
weigh ted though they m~y be With 
the influence of speculatiOn and of 
high finance, spring from and serve 
the needs of Middletown as well as 
of New York. The Street could not 
ex is t except as part of a great in· 
dus trial nation and the nation could 
not continue to exist as a modern 
capitalist State withou_t Wall Street 
or a similar internatiOnal money 
market. 
- The N ew Y ork T irnes Magazine, Jan. £, 1988. 
ments. A food card would be too 
reminiscent of 1918 clays." 
Butter and other fats can be pro-
cured only from a regular supplier. 
One family moved to the other side 
of Berlin, and for weeks until red 
tape could be untangled had to 
travel across the entire city to get 
these products. Each German is en· 
titled to half a pound of butter-
usually mixed with a substitute-
and half a pound of marganne ~ 
week. There is even ersatz [substi-
tute] margarine on the market, made 
of fats extracted from wood. At 
first this was used as a grease for 
machinery, but after trY_i~g it on 
prison inmates, the Mnustry of 
Health pronounced it edible. 
Meats must also be bought from 
the same shop, month after month, 
and latecomers have restricted 
choice or none at all. The previous 
clay my hostess had asked for beef. 
There was only mutton, and veal at 
80 cents a pound. Fifteen thin car· 
rots cost 20 cents. 
I complimented my hostess on her 
cake. " Better tha n I have had any-
where else in Germany," I remarked. 
"I'm not surprised," was her r e· 
ply. "German flour is I?O longer 
real wheat flour. 13y law 1t must be 
mixed with potato flour, corn-and, 
I suspect, occasionally with wood 
fiber! Please don't ask me how I 
obtained this. I break the law only 
on very special occasions." 
" So ! You don't know about our 
synthetic prc:ducts," i_nquire~, mine 
host a leadlllg architect. Well, 
' , look a t these trousers. 
I had thought them rather a swag· 
ger pair of g ray flannel. 
"They're made of wood-not a 
thread of wool in them. They've 
stood up all right ~o far, . but I 
haven't been caught 111 a r am yet. 
A friend tells me to be prepared for 
a 20 percent shrinkage." 
Woolen goods are vi~tually un· 
procurable. A few spectal_ty shops 
are permitted to sell some Imported 
materials, but they are much too 
expensive for the average German. 
Even women's dresses are made of 
wood. Yet to the query of a woman 
guest at the dinner I could honestly 
reply that I liked her new dress, and 
remarked that I was glad to see the 
style of shorter skirts returning. 
" Style my eye I " exclaimed her 
Men's shirttails have also been 
shortened two inches fore and aft, 
to effect a n ational saving. 
German housewives, urged to 
serve more horse meat, have been 
told that "ancient Teutons regard-
eel horse meat as a special delicacy; 
it was an old cultural custom." Dur-
ing the past year 125,000 horses in 
Germany have been slaughtered for 
meat. It may seem absurd, ~u.t to 
conserve food, even stage ma~pctans 
are forbidden lo use eggs, mtlk, or 
other eatables in their performances. 
In this frenzied drive for economy, 
an official decree states that "it is 
the duty of every citizen t_o se~ that 
the dead shall not be buned 111 ex-
pensive materials." . 
German barbers are collectmg 
about 300 tons of men's hair anl!u· 
ally, for hair as sh~r.t as. one th_1rd 
of an inch can be ut11Jzed 111 makmg 
carpets and roofing felt. And Ger-
man scientists expect to convert 
horse chestnuts into oil and fat. 
Goering has warned mine opera-
tors that their plants may be taken 
over if they do not bend every effort 
to extract nickel, copper a nd co<;t l 
from low-grade ore, even tl~ough 1t 
is "temporarily" uneconomic. 
P owerful Nazi propaganda con· 
stantly insists that in respect to food 
and other vital supplies Germany 1s 
in the position of a " blockade~ 
country," a " beleaguered for_tress. 
Grumblers experience the we1ght of 
organized community ~_re~s.ure, , and 
in extreme cases are v1s1ted by 
the Gestapo. Hence, the G~rmans 
have adapted themselves. wttl_J. no· 
table patience to. the. vanous mte~­
ferences with thetr pnvate and bust· 
ness lives. 
Germany's aims toward self·s.uffi· 
ciency in essential. raw matenals, 
however, show varymg results .. Sue· 
cess in rubber and woolen substitutes 
has been phenomenal; but 111 the 
case of artificial rubber (buna), qua· 
lity is offset by sheer expense: five 
to six times the cost of natural rub· 
ber. 
The blocked m arks (marks spend· 
able only in Germany) with which 
most imports are paid for, ~ave 
caused many odd t ransactwns. 
Standard Oil of New Jersey, in one 
deal, fina lly accepted 40,000,000 
mouth organs in payment for 1ts pro· 
ducts I The Metro-Goldwyn-May_er 
film company solved a part of 1ts 
difficulty by buying in Germany a 
live hippopotamds, later sold to an 
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American circus. The Budd Com-
pany of Philadelphia delivered ma-
chinery quoted at $43,000, accepting, 
instead of cash, some 200,000 canary 
birds. 
Despite such ingenuities, imports 
have been sharply restricted. The 
situation a few months ago was so 
desperate that Bremen importers 
were delivering half a bale of cotton 
to individual customers, where for-
merly they had filled orders by the 
hundreds of bales. A competent 
official states that Germany is more 
than $200,000,000 behind in its nor-
mal supply of raw materials neces-
sary to keep its factories operating! 
Germany's herculean effort to 
achieve self-sufficiency has caused 
a general lowering of the standard 
of living. It has increased . subsist-
ence costs by at least 20 percent 
since the Nazis came to power; and 
it has resulted in a serious depletion 
of German resources in raw materi-
als, food, and financial reserves. 
Nevertheless, if a product, raw or 
manufactured, is unprocurable in 
Germany, and is needed by the Ger-
man military forces, real cash is 
found, some way or other, to pay 
for it. 
NEW LIFE STIRS IN THE TINY 
FRENCH VILLAGES 
By MILDRED A:DAMS 
(Continued/rom last number) 
Look, for instance, at the micro-
cosm of Acy for the political changes 
that are still a matter of violent dis-
cussion. The population of Acy is 
divided between the upper and the 
lower town, which corresponds, in 
American phraseology, to the right 
and wrong side of the railroad track. 
Five years ago in the upper town 
the intellectuals of the old school 
and the families of the big farmers 
read the conservative Journa l des 
Debats and the agricultural papers. 
They were solidly conservative, with 
a slight royalist tinge which showed 
itself more in conversation than in 
the ballot box. The lower town, 
like the rest of Northern France, 
was hardly more progressive. To 
be sure, it had a few Socialists who 
argued in the villagewine shop, but 
then it also had a few a theists, and 
while the village deplored them both 
it felt that neither offered any real 
threat to the even balance of village 
life. 
Then ca me the Stavisky scandal, 
exploding in the heart of the solid 
middle-class party then in power. 
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MEAT ON THE HOOF PARACHUTED TO THE ITALIAN TROOPS IN 
ABYSSINIA : LIVING SHEEP DROPPED FROM 'PLANES 
The Italian campaign in Abyssinia de· 
monstrated one thing plainly, the vital im· 
portance of aircraft to an army operating 
in difficult and broken country. Not only 
d id aeroplanes take over much of the re· 
connaissance and scouting work for the 
troops, but they al so acted as a supply 
column. Though supply by parachute has 
been used to a considerable degree on the 
North-West Frontier of India and other 
places, it is safe to say that it r eached the 
most intensive development ye t known in 
Abyssinia. Indeed, to judge · by recent ac· 
counts, it is still going on, isolated Italian 
posts being dependent on their Air Force 
in districts where roads are practically non· 
existent, and during the difficult seasons of 
the year. The I talian advance westwards 
through the Danakil desert provided the 
most s triking examples of the usc of aerial 
supply. The columns had to cross about 
120 miles of parched, stony wilderness, and 
it was essential they should be light and as 
far as possible free from baggage. They 
were escorted by twenty-five aeroplanes, 
It created much more of a disturb-
ance in French political life than 
was ever realized in the United 
States, and the depression finished 
the upsetting of the political apple 
cart. 
Acy was outraged, above and be-
low. However, the upper town took 
its indignation out in conversation. 
The lower town, on the contrary, 
went to the polls a nd voted its in-
dignation in such form that in 1934 
the Department of the Aisne sent a 
majority of Socialist Deputies to the 
Chamber for the first time in its life. 
That was the farthest swing to 
the left that the village has taken so 
far. In the elections last Fall the 
tendency was to drift back again. 
The villages of the Aisne refused to 
re-elect many of their Socialist De-
puties and chose candidates of the 
more conservative party, which, by 
the inverse log ic that seems to rule 
in French politics, is named Radical 
Socialist. The upper town, which 
puts even less real confidence in the 
ballot than before, sleeps better now. 
The lower town has simmered back 
to its customary state of peace. But 
the revolt left its mark. The Popular 
Front is still in power. The men 
which supplied them with ammunition, 
rations, forage and water and, fu rthermore, 
protected them against surprise. The column 
eventually reached Sardo, close to the 
Awash River, in the province of Aussa, and 
this constituted a threat t o the Djibouti· Addis 
Ababa railway. Owing to the intense heat, 
however, it was found impossible for the 
aeroplanes to carry f resh meat in the or· 
dinary way. The novel expedient was found 
of taking up live animals and dropping 
them near the columns by parachute, in the 
manner illustrated here. Seventy-two goats 
-even two live bulls !-were dropped by 
parachutes at Sardo, according to Major 
Polson Newman(" Italy's Conquest of Abys· 
sinia "). During the rapid advances in the 
north after the battles of Amba Adradam, 
Tembien and Lake Ashangi, aircraft under· 
took a great deal of the supply dutie s. Be-
tween the 4th and 22nd of April they are 
said to have provided the troops with 400 
tons of supplies, exclusive of their work ·for 
the S ardo expedition, already mentioned. 
-The Illustrated London News. 
who work in the fields and in the 
beet-sugar factory down the road 
have said their say in public and felt 
the nation (and the upper town) 
shiver. They can do it again, if 
there is reason. 
There was one factor in the shiver-
ing of the upper town at that par-
ticular moment which is easier to 
understand within the shelter of its 
r ebuilt walls than outside them. 
That was the coincidence of the 
Popular Front government with a 
growing awareness of Germany's 
rearming. It was bad enough to 
hear that the town's traditional 
enemy was piling up munitions and 
t rained men on the other side of the 
border. It was doubly hard to have 
that news come at a time when up-
per townsmen felt that the defenses 
of France were weakened by being 
in the hands of a government they 
did not trust. 
Acy's attitude toward Germany 
admits of no argument. It has been 
fixed by a series of invasions in the 
past ; it expects further invasion in 
the future. The viiiage has learned 
under fire that it sits in a natural 
amphitheatre of war, and it accepts 
that fact with the same fatalism that 
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protects tbe imaginations of people 
farming on the 比lIlksof Vesuvius. 
Acy puts 10 trust in promises， 
treaties or the League of Nations， 
and it is rather glad that recent 
events havejustifiecl its lack of faith. 
To its l11incl the only possible protec-
tion is a strong army， a frontier for-
tifiecl to the teeth， ancl a conservative 
government free frol11 any taint o.f 
pacifist ideals. The upper town at 
least is of two minds as to which is 
tl!e greater evil-Nazism in Ger-
many or a Popular Front govern・
ment in France. 
If the Iower town does 10t share 
the upper town's dist:rust of the 
government， ithas mucll the same 
attitude of braced enmity toward 
Germany， the same feeling of fatal-
ism about war. The boys who are 
110W being cailed to military train-
ing were var babies， born il1 th巴
miclst of a struggle that wagecl back 
and forth 日crosstheir own door-
yards. Regardless of their political 
beliefs， tl!ey go to barracks and 
training ground with no protest and 
10 regrets. 
Material changes in the villages， 
politicaI changes and， most impor-
tant of aIl， hum日nchanges. New 
youth to take the place of the gen巴ra-
tiol1 lost in the war. New energy 
with which to meet the multitucli. 
nOlls cllalleng巴sof the modern world， 
ancl to combat the crowc1ing ambi-
tions of neighbors to the east ancl 
to the southeast. And along with 
youLh，日 cOllstantinfilt:ratio1 from 
Belgium， ltaly， Polanc1， Portugal， 
Rus日ia，even Germal1Y. An immト
gratJO口 whichis a somce of COIl-
siderable concern to tle French. 
'1ake Acy agail as a sample. 
Jn 1931 Acy had a population of 
700. Now itbas 759-including tle 
Porluguese garc1ener and the family 
of the Polish farmer in the lower 
town. It is an increase whicb， if it
were characteristic of tbe whole 
COl1ntry， woulcl solve al France's 
worries about a static populatiol1. 
Ancl of this increase immigration 
accounts only for a part. The birth 
rate in that Northern village has 
been rising noticeably， ancl ilfant 
mortality has clroppecl. 
And tlis is no accident. Imme-
c1iately afler the war a couple of ex. 
war nurses establishecl a smal cIinic 
in their OW11 home， where the c1octor 
of tle Department came once a 
month to weigh ancl meaSl1re vilage 
babies andεive instruction in child 
bygiene. “The olcler mothers do 
110t profit much，" the nurse conficl-
ecl.“All on巴cando is let them go 
their own way， lmowing they wil 
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stop having babies before long. But 
the young ones， the ones who have 
been marriecl since the war-they 
listen to every worcl." Acy is just 
beginning to reap the harvest of the 
young ones. 
Ancl so is Souillac. SouilIac is a 
town of some 2，000 people clown in 
the valey of th巴Dorc1ogne. A wide 
main street running toward the river 
gives no hint of his maze of alleys 
to the west， where the town sets its 
bouses c10se along crookecl paths 
that wanclering animals trocl out 
long c巴nturiesago. 011 an orclinary 
clay the main street of Souillac is 
wide， empty and rather sleepy. 
There is llothing about tbe place to 
clistinguish it from a clozen other 
sleepy-looking vilages， unless you 
happen to be there for the fete locale， 
as we可were.
The Saturclay light preliminaries 
revolvecl about a gorg巴ousmerry-
go-rou11cl， a Ferris wheel， ancl a line 
of booths where iron-throatecl bar-
kers tried to lure cautious peasants to 
take a cllance. Except that the lalト
guage and the details were French， 
it might have been a Legioll fair in 
any American empty 101:. 
But the fete itself could by no 
stretch 01 the imagination be irans-
plant:ecl. It startecl at 6o'clocl三on
Sunclay morning with the J1ring of 
cannon in the public square. By 9 
o'c!ock tlte town bancl was lJegill ing 
its rounds with a l11at"ching tune， 
anc1 by 10 lhe wicle maill street was 
black with eager boys al1cl girls in 
Sunclay best. All the town was 
there， ancl people came pouring in 
from al the countrysicle 01 foot， on 
bicycle， in farm wagol1s ancl an oc-
casional ancienl" automobile. At 6 
o'clock at l1ight the crowd was so 
solicl that <ln automobile coulcl pass 
along the street only ifmen marcl1-
ecl in front to clear a creeping path. 
The dinner hom・cameancl went， 
ancl stil the band marchecl up ancl 
clown playing its one gay marching 
tune. Another bancl came in on a 
truck to play for clancing in the town 
square‘ At 11 o'clock the hotel pro-
prietor set out c!w1l1pagne for the vil-
lage bancl， and that was the beginning 
of the end for the litle marching tune. 
But it was far from the encl of the 
fete. The olcl might wanc1er off to 
bed at miclnight， after fifteen soIicl 
hours of celebration， 01 c1rinking 
toasts， of comparing crops and 
animals， of making bargains for 
their grapes and plan11ing matches 
for their girIs. '1h巴youngergenera-
tion of Souillac were not so fragile. 
At 3 o'clock in th巴1l10rningthe 
jazz bal1cl foldecl up its instrument 
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【CherryBlossomの語】
reclaimed Iand. 埋立地
dangerous scale.危険な(果樹の)，t;'!:l! 
double blossoms. 八重
【Germanyand Austriaの謡1
pan-Germans. i凡123主義者
the Hapsburg Empire. t奥太手IJの事
the AIlies'， and not the CentraI Powers'ー
plans. 'i'欧諸凶(郎ち1)"]1奥洪7・Jレかリ フJ
~.~.ての k Yi1t'IJの同J1日!止1)のiwnCC-I:rな〈して
聯合問，(WJ(~n ち災。IrW :i、与)の計主主
succession States. ~，~宅j3115閣の駕領土か ら
生じナ_r~ 諸;.1叫、 総承閥次
corridor= Polish corridor_ と呼ばれるし
ので、廻IliCと訴さるダンチヒとポーラン 1
かill!給する狙廊地帯i二して、東プロジヤら
ドイ Yから切悶fす
Magyar districts. " ~ヤ ー か人時イ'1: )也主主
the Saar. ザール;ll!l till、平和僚がJ後十~l， ;I-[f 
にli}行されれ人民投禁の結果再(J':ド イy
lこ彼自1・ゼリ
plebiscite. 人民一般投紫
demilitarized zone. 非武装地幣
the Low Coul1tries. 和閥、ベル苧イ、 yレ
グザ ふノ ブ，c.- )Lノ
【Czechoslovakiaの註】
wilI never tolerate our interference with 
its domestic atIairs. :JH主i内問題に;ji，1す
る h!J;1とiJ，として究手昔、L符ないであら 4
the minodty pr叫)Iem. ノ]、数民放の1:J出i
federaI autonorny. )郡安li的I'j台
mortorized and mechanized ulits. i'1 'liIJ 
'IUえtr~ I!:J主化部隊
defense works. I功備施設
any enemy would do weII to think twice 
.曹 の袋h.して込速なる成功の見込があ
ろかf，'rうT'，I早三 とくと考へ-c見るがし、 弘
[Fightil1g Plansの誇】
the House of Commons. 英図ド院
air arlTI. 空位11):
Uncler-Secretary of State for Air. >::11I 
L火'i:-
間 pplementaryestimates. 迫力n務lJ~
FJeet Air Arm. 高~i除所腐食!lI
R. A. F.=Royal Air Forc巴 Ø~I週空軍)
自ghter. 1i世12!日機
Flugenwerke. 飛行機工場
【WallStreetの詰】
Wall Street. 主任背の株式取引所のある日Ii。
口ふ/ド‘ 〆の LombardStreet 色立与lこ11界
令似の二火IjJ心7こり
Main Street. 米l舗のイ伝言"Upton Sinclai日
の一作1l:sのrI1:.で、 nl合mrlJ:-題材と ぜる
もの
(Continued on P. ii) 
cases and !eft， with l11uch racing of 
the truck motor ancl a last cascacle 
of notes， but it was 5:30 in tbe colc 
gray dawn before the last youthful 
voices settlecl into silence. And by 
9 o'clock on Monday morning tIl巴
insatiable small boys w巴reout in 
the street ancl reacly to begil1 again， 
their eyes a little sleepy， tbeir paper 
caps a litle crushecl， but their heacls 
held high for adventure. If further 
changes are to be made il1 the viI-
lages， and in the face of France， 
those lads， wi比tht出h巴i比rinclomi江ta剖b←:.
energy ancl thei口rpコriclein their race， 
are the ones who will make them. 
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ROBEBT BBIBGES'S 
THE TESTA~宣ENT OF BEAUTY 
(INTRODUCTION) 
With Notu and Commentary 。ryAruBdell del se. M. A. (BALL. COLL. OXFORD) 
ProfcJJor of Taihoku lmperial Uni明 ruty
The text of the Testament of Beauty is reproduced with.the permission and 
authority of the publishers The Oxford University Press. 
185 tages. :1.50 苧 9sen. 
近予備輯室から
去る三月上旬中欧の風雲あわれ Vしいヨた
いで中旬疾風誌雷的な淘壊合邦の宣言され
て以来、英伊間の協定1:成つれと 1:云へ、中
欧ためぐ dって暗雲低迷、欧米の誇列強何れも
軍艦に飛行機に孜々として剣たみがいて寓
ーに備へつ hわるのである。こ hの所欧洲の
情勢1:同支問題と共にt上界注視の焦駄であ
る。何れも短い記事ながら、本裁の中心た英
迭に置いt:。
MAY 
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(Continuedfrom P. 8)
narrow canyon. 魔ヲミ援が相並んア¥:1吃立ぜ
る中にある~，、街路た形容ぜるもの
to the tune. の領土での程度まで
a return to private enterprize and credit. 
個人企業車に個人信用iこ復蹄(ルーズヴエ
ルl、大統領が NewDeallこ於て企国しつ
hあつれ|必家の手に依る統fliJ政策が、ンに容
院に依る違憲'*U決のt:め挫折するl二至つ
れ結果)
百andwichboard. ffi1告屋が胸と背にアヲさ
げて居る康管板、紙。茶う云ふ人間の事1J，.
sandwich manと云ふ宮地域l工乗船埠頭l二
近L
derelicts. I廿の敗残者
iced beer. 冷t:くしたピ_11/ 
part of the fixtures. きまり告つれ風景の
一場所である
the Bankers Trust. 合枇名
forsake Mammon and return to God.金
六e '~~-C ).市1に侮れ
the United States Subtreasury. 
支金Iil!
tookthe oath of 0箇ce.就任の宣誓たなし?こ
Corinthian columns. ョ qν ト式闘柱
shirt~sleeved men. 上衣在取っ7二人々
Iower Manhattan. 下マふノノ、 ))>?if.:/~
security houses. 詮券合枇
from Maine to California. 米凶東北端の
Maine州から西端の加州まで。従って米
仏;¥'1'1た通じて
the liquid capital. 流動資本
speculative activity. 投機的活動
short-term banking credit. 短期銀行タ
νヂ Y ト
discount paper and bills of exchange . . . 
手形及伐替えp割引する、(手形商記載の支
排期日高Ilil二支排奄受げんとする時1:銀行
lこ於て!:I数に!患と一定歩合た割引される)
capitaI market 資本市場(資本供給の金融
市場)
short-term money market.短期金融市場
outIaw speculation. 投機た違法とする
the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion. 詮券及U:J.it替委員合
foreign exchange. 外因í~替
deflationary influences. 通貨牧絡的影響
[Synthetic Livingの註】
A food card. 食券
red tape.... =繁交祷躍ら解決するまで
synthetic products. 人遺品、従って
synthetic living 1:人遺品生活の意味
my eye! exclamation也
Goering. ゲ -1);/~r(f'4))>主主相)
Gestapo ~ Geheime Stdatstolizeiの略、ド
イグ秘密警察、親衛隊
quality is offset by sheer expense.質ta，.t，
4し£うとすれ1.'従らiこ費用倒れlこなる
blocked mark.銭図マルグ、(凶内丈通用の
Lの)
subsistence cost. 生活費
Me lt on the Hoofの詮1
meat on the hoof. tF， ~予て居る肉
supply column. 兵捕部隊
surprise surprise attack. 奇襲
会衆図
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by Dr. INAZO NITOBE 
全ニ巻雲六型定{買各2.80干各14銭
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正義目本のために!敢然頑主迷量な孝為与世界の暴論に
銚鞍する!巾!口!園際的新新t関人ノヱjんし氏新著 1;山山川川川;日!リ州1山li川il川1川川1l目川!I1
ノヱJルレ氏が本書てo吉E語吾る支那及支那事愛に関する巌然たる事賓三
と公平なる論断こそは吾人の云はんと欲することを云つたも三
のてで守正義日本が開〈べベ、〈して聞埠か、ざりし;寓笥雷の聾援てでoあるo : 
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TELLS THE TRUTH は謂れ日三
As he sees it about recent events 思 「る く三
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